Weddings and
Formal Wear

Celebrate
love in style
All our suits are made to measure and we are confident
that we can provide you with the perfect bespoke suit
for your wedding. We will build a relationship with you.
That way we can create a design that expresses your
style and makes your special day even more memorable.
We are truly passionate about the whole tailoring
process, from sourcing the best materials to completing
that last stitch. We can even work alongside your
wedding planner and bring our tailoring expertise on
into the mix to provide you the best possible service.

“Contacted the British Tailoring Company to provide my
wedding suit. It was in Greece so we wanted a big bold
blue! BTC managed a colour I couldn’t find anywhere
else. Excellent service, friendly people and an amazing
final product (the lining is particularly flashy)! I would
highly recommend and I will be going back”.
					

- Thomas Moore

Bespoke tailoring
is an artform
Our design, cloth selection and fitting service are unique,
with all our garments manufactured to order. With your
own bespoke pattern, we can create an entire wardrobe
for every occasion.
We work with the best cloth mills of Yorkshire - their
Australian sourced Marino wool processed with soft
Yorkshire water gives that perfect signature finish.
The British Tailoring Company offers a wide range of
over 2,000 materials offering many options for both
formal and more casual tailoring. Our collection is built
upon the cloth ranges of Bateman and Ogden, Holland
and Sherry and Dugdale-Bros.

I wanted to drop you a quick note to say thank you
again for the suits you created for our wedding, we were
so pleased with them and they looked fantastic in the
South African sun”.
					- Piers Hutchinson

Grey Prince of Wales check, three piece
suit, with with bespoke single breasted six
button waistcoat, jacket and trousers
suitable for very day use.

Tailored to
perfection
Great tailoring is not just about looking good it’s
about feeling good, and with our years of tailoring
experience you can be your most confident self. No
matter the occasion, whether its professional, casual
or for a wedding, we take the time to understand your
requirements and offer expert advice.
Combine that with a focus on classic style and detail,
hand-sketches, a huge catalogue of traditionally sourced
materials, 30 workshop hours, over 20 measurements
and at least two fitting sessions, and we can guarantee
you get the perfect fit.

Contact Us
Get in touch and see how we can make you feel even
more amazing on your special day:
01159 338422 | sales@british-tailoring.com
www.british-tailoring.com
or visit one of our in-store advisors:
The British Tailoring Co.
Regency House West
2 The Ropewalk
Nottingham
NG1 5DT
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